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The expressed sequence tag (EST) collection in dbEST provides an extensive resource for detecting alternative
splicing on a genomic scale. Using genomically aligned ESTs, a computational tool (TAP) was used to identify
alternative splice patterns for 6400 known human genes from the RefSeq database. With sufficient EST
coverage, one or more alternatively spliced forms could be detected for nearly all genes examined. To identify
high (>95%) confidence observations of alternative splicing, splice variants were clustered on the basis of having
mutually exclusive structures, and sample statistics were then applied. Through this selection, alternative splices
expected at a frequency of >5% within their respective clusters were seen for only 17%–28% of genes.
Although intron retention events (potentially unspliced messages) had been seen for 36% of the genes overall,
the same statistical selection yielded reliable cases of intron retention for <5% of genes. For high-confidence
alternative splices in the human ESTs, we also noted significantly higher rates both of cross-species conservation
in mouse ESTs and of validation in the GenBank mRNA collection. We suggest quantitative analytical
approaches such as these can aid in selecting useful targets for further experimental characterization and in so
doing may help elucidate the mechanisms and biological implications of alternative splicing.

Alternative splicing of eukaryotic pre-mRNAs is a mechanism
for generating potentially many transcript isoforms from a
single gene. It is known to play important regulatory func-
tions. A classic example is the Drosophila sex-determination
pathway, in which alternative splicing acts as a sex-specific
genetic switch that forms the basis of a regulatory hierarchy
(Boggs et al. 1987; Baker 1989; Lopez 1999). Another intrigu-
ing example was found in the inner ear of the chicken, where
differential distribution of splice variants for the calcium-
activated potassium channel gene slo may form a tonotopic
gradient and attune sensory hair cells to the detection of dif-
ferent sound frequencies (Black 1998; Ramanathan et al.
1999; Graveley 2001). Alternative splicing is also implicated
in human diseases. For example, the neurodegenerative dis-
ease FTDP-17 has been associated with mutations that affect
the alternative splicing of tau pre-mRNAs (Goedert et al. 2000;
Jiang et al. 2000).

Initial sequencing and analysis of the human genome
has placed further attention on the role of alternative splic-
ing. The surprising finding that the genome contains some
30,000 protein-coding genes—significantly less than previ-
ously estimated—led to the proposal that alternative splicing
contributes greatly to functional diversity (Ewing and Green
2000; Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al. 2001). Based on analysis
of expressed sequence tags (ESTs), a number of studies have,
indeed, shown that alternative splicing is prevalent in human
as well as mouse genes (Mironov et al. 1999; Brett et al. 2000;
Croft et al. 2000; Kan et al. 2001; Modrek et al. 2001; Kochiwa
et al. 2002). These results indicate that a vast number of splice
variants have yet to be discovered and characterized.

ESTs provide a tremendous resource for transcript analy-
sis at the sequence level. More than 4.5 million human ESTs
are available in the public domain dbEST database (Boguski et

al. 1993), representing an in-depth sampling of the transcrip-
tome. Methods have been developed to discover splice vari-
ants using the approach of EST self-clustering (Burke et al.
1998; Brett et al. 2000). With the availability of a nearly com-
plete sequence of the human genome (Lander et al. 2001),
aligning ESTs to the genomic sequence has become a practical
strategy. A number of methods and resources based on this
strategy have been developed, enabling large-scale or ge-
nome-wide surveys of alternative splicing (Mironov et al.
1999; Hide et al. 2001; Kan et al. 2001; Modrek et al. 2001;
Brett et al. 2002) and heterogeneity of polyadenylation (Kan
et al. 2000).

In a relatively short time, significant discoveries have
been made through the combination of bioinformatics meth-
odology and genomic resources. However, the sheer volume
of predictions churned out by genomic-scale studies can cre-
ate a bottleneck in terms of experimental validation (Modrek
and Lee 2001). Concerns have also been raised about the re-
liability of the EST data (Modrek and Lee 2001), which could
have an impact on the reliability of any dependent predic-
tions. For example, many so-called splice variants in the ESTs
may actually represent incompletely spliced heteronuclear
RNA (hnRNA) or oligo(dT)-primed genomic DNA contami-
nants of cDNA library constructions. Furthermore, the splic-
ing apparatus is known to make errors, resulting in aberrant
transcripts that are degraded by the mRNA surveillance sys-
tem and amount to little that is of functional importance
(Maquat and Carmichael 2001). Consequently, the mere pres-
ence of a transcript isoform in the ESTs cannot establish a
functional role for it. Because alternative splicing appears so
pervasively for human genes, strategies are needed with
which to screen targets for their potential significance, prior
to embarking on downstream experimental verification.

We describe here a method of first identifying alternative
splice patterns in transcript sequence data and then perform-
ing a statistical analysis of their frequencies of occurrence, in
order to identify reliable observations of alternative splicing.
The first step has been implemented in the software package
TAP (Kan et al. 2001; http://sapiens.wustl.edu/∼ zkan/TIP/),
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which can be used through a Web-based interface or down-
loaded for local installation. TAP was used here to delineate
alternative splice patterns from 3.5 million genomically
aligned ESTs for 6400 known human genes. The results con-
firm and extend previous observations of widespread alterna-
tive splicing. In the second step, we estimated with confi-
dence values the relative abundance of splice variants, as com-
pared to each variant’s mutually exclusive spliced forms,
using their observed frequencies in the EST resource. Subsets
of splice variants were selected by their relative frequency and
an associated confidence level. We then examined the alter-
native splices by more traditional functional tests, which in-
cluded cross-species conservation and reproducibility in Gen-
BankmRNAs. The statistical selection for reliable observations
of alternative splicing was seen to comprise an effective selec-
tion for functional spliced forms, as well. We suggest that
quantitative approaches such as these may be useful for di-
recting experimental efforts toward specific subsets of the ob-
served splice forms that would be the most promising for
further study.

RESULTS

Identification of Alternative Splice Patterns
For a gene of interest, TAP identified alternative splice pat-
terns by comparing a reference gene structure with genomi-
cally aligned transcript sequences (Fig. 1; see Methods). In this
study, RefSeq mRNAs, each representing a unique gene locus,

served as references. The following procedures were used to
extract alternative splice information from dbEST:

(1) Mapping and alignment. The known gene structures were
obtained by mapping and aligning RefSeq mRNA se-
quences to the human genomic contigs. Once the ge-
nomic locus for a transcript was identified, the genomic
sequence surrounding it was extracted. This template se-
quence was searched against dbEST, and high-scoring
ESTs were aligned to the genomic template.

(2) Delineation of mutually exclusive splice patterns. Ge-
nomically aligned ESTs with near identity were used. A
“splice” refers to the donor/acceptor pair of splice sites
flanking an intron. In the context of genomic alignment,
a splice pattern is a series of coordinates denoting the
boundaries of exons and introns for a given gene. ESTs
exhibiting the same splice pattern were cataloged as a
single, possibly partial, alternative gene structure. Struc-
tures inferred from EST alignments were compared with
the reference gene structure to identify mutually exclusive
relationships (Fig. 2). Each mutually exclusive splice pat-
tern was therefore represented by a potential cluster of
EST alignments exhibiting the same exon/intron pattern.

(3) Reconstruction of splice variants. Mutually exclusive gene
structures might result from intronic genes (genes con-
tained within introns of other genes), oligo(dT)-primed
genomic DNA contamination, or intron contamination
by unprocessed or incompletely spliced pre-mRNAs
(Wolfsberg and Landsman 1997). For these reasons, the

working definition of “alterna-
tive splice patterns” was further
refined in our study, by discard-
ing from consideration two
types of mutually exclusive
gene structures, namely, “in-
tronic exon” and “intron reten-
tion.” For the splice variants
that remained, hypothetical
gene structures were created by
substituting the alternative
splice for the corresponding
splice pattern in the reference
gene structure (see example in
Fig. 3).

Alternative Splicing Appears
to Be Universal
Wemapped 6400 RefSeq transcripts
onto the existing genomic contig
sequences. Using the EST resource,
TAP identified 11,011 alternative
splice patterns in 4032 genes (63%).
Furthermore, the more ESTs that
were found for a given gene, the
more likely it was that an alterna-
tive splice pattern was detected for
that gene. For example, in the sub-
set of 3972 genes with >40 EST hits,
80% exhibited alternative splice
patterns. This is consistent with a
previously noted correlation be-
tween depth of EST coverage and
observed extent of alternative splic-
ing (Hide et al. 2001; Kan et al.

Figure 1 Overview of alignment procedures. (a) A known mRNA sequence was searched against the
human genome contig sequences to locate a genomic template. (b) The genomic sequence was
RepeatMasked and searched against dbEST. (c) High-scoring EST hits were retrieved and aligned to the
genomic sequence. (d) TAP identified alternative splicing events based on a comparison of genomic
EST alignments with the known gene structure. (e) All splices were searched against mouse ESTs to
assess conservation. In this example, the numbers of EST observations for splices S1–S4 are, respec-
tively, 4, 2, 4, and 3. S2 and S3 are mutually exclusive. S2 is an alternative splice because its observed
frequency is lower than that of S3 (NASP = 2, NOthers = 4, NTotal = 6). The others are predominant
splices.
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2001). Presumably the EST collection missed a substantial
fraction of splice variants with rare expression patterns or
expressed at low levels. If this kind of sampling bias were not
accounted for, the prevalence of alternative splicing in hu-
man genes would be underestimated. To reduce sampling
bias, we focused on genes with high EST coverage. Surpris-
ingly, we found evidence of alternative splicing for 99% of the
152 genes with >700 EST hits. This result indicates that the
overall prevalence of alternative splicing assessed through EST
analysis may exceed present estimates by a wide margin, as
EST data collection continues. It even seems possible that al-
ternative splice patterns may be observed for all genes that
undergo splicing.

Our observations extend previous studies that estab-
lished pervasiveness of alternative splicing for human genes
(for review, see Modrek et al. 2001). Almost all of these studies
used EST resources alone to make their estimates, with the
attendant potential for misaligning the sequences. We have
therefore tried to refine the EST data by using genomically
aligned ESTs. The possibility of contamination was mini-
mized by discarding those mutually exclusive splice patterns
that could have arisen from intronic genes or incompletely

processed pre-mRNAs. Neverthe-
less, it remains possible that a frac-
tion of the splice variants retained
in our study were merely by-
products of the gene expression
process. Studies have established
the presence of an mRNA surveil-
lance system that degrades aberrant
transcripts, such as those contain-
ing splice errors (for review, see
Maquat and Carmichael 2001).
Spurious transcript isoforms may
occasionally be produced by the
cell, but may not exist long enough
to have any functional impact. Be-
cause EST/cDNA sequences provide
a snapshot of the transcriptome,
the detection of a particular iso-
form only establishes its presence,
but is insufficient to prove sus-
tained expression or functional im-
portance. Based on these consider-
ations, we recognized the need to
identify a subset of the alternative
splice patterns that are less likely to
be spurious. This problem seems
especially relevant at present, as
the volume of targets generated
through genome-wide surveys ex-
ceeds the capacity of present experi-
mental methods and resources for
validation and characterization.

Quantitative Analysis of
Observed Frequencies
Here we introduce a statistical ap-
proach for analyzing the frequen-
cies of alternative splice events. In
producing the dbEST database,
many EST libraries were sampled to
varying degrees. In a complex man-

ner, the proportion of cDNA clones from a given gene repre-
sented in dbEST is related to the overall abundance of the
corresponding mRNA species under a variety of in vivo con-
ditions. Cloning biases and normalization procedures will al-
ter the relative abundance of different genes in the library
(Soares et al. 1994). However, the effect of normalization on
the relative abundance of splice variants from the same gene
may be minimal. Transcript isoforms will often share signifi-
cant stretches of identical sequence, which makes them more
likely to be treated equally by procedures based on reassocia-
tion kinetics. The resultant cDNA clones were randomly se-
lected for end-sequencing to generate the ESTs. A significant
fraction of ESTs cover internal splice junctions in the canoni-
cal mRNA sequences. For example, 5�-ESTs often sample dif-
ferent internal regions of an mRNA because 5�-ends of cDNA
inserts tend to be truncated (Kan et al. 2001). As a result, each
EST may be thought of as covering a randomly selected set of
splice junctions in a randomly selected transcript. More spe-
cifically, for our statistical analyses, we made the simplifying
assumption that any two alternatively spliced transcripts for a
gene were subject to the same cloning and sequencing biases.
This is a reasonable assumption, because we did not dissect

Figure 2 Mutually exclusive patterns. “Mutually exclusive” means that two exon/intron structures
cannot belong to the same transcript. In this study, a mutually exclusive relationship was called if an
intron in one gene structure overlapped an exon of another gene structure. We observed the following
basic types of mutually exclusive relationships: exon insertion, exon skipping, splice-site mismatch,
intron insertion, intron retention, alternative first exon, alternative last exon, partial exon insertion,
partial intron retention, and intronic exon. Complex splice patterns may be composed of multiple basic
patterns. Note that some of these relationships are reciprocal. For example, “exon skipping” is the
reciprocal of “exon insertion.” The choice of which to use depends on whether the long form or the
short form is selected as the reference. For two types of mutually exclusive patterns, the underlying
biological processes may not involve alternative splicing at all. Firstly, “intron retention” may be
representative of contamination caused by partially spliced or unprocessed pre-mRNAs. Secondly,
“intronic exons” may be indicative of intronic genes (genes within genes) rather than alternative
splicing.

Alternative Splicing in Human Gene Expression
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the dbEST into its diverse, constituent cDNA libraries, but
instead treated the database as one large sample of the human
transcriptome. We further assumed that any two alternative
splice patterns had the same chance of being covered by EST
sequences. This latter assumption seems reasonable, because
the alternative splice patterns in our study tended to occupy
similar positions along the transcript.

The concept of observed frequency of an alternative
splice pattern is illustrated in the following scenario. Suppose
a gene is alternatively expressed using two different 3� (accep-
tor) splice sites,X and Y. With perfect knowledge about events
underlying our actual observations, we might see that the
splicing machinery tends to choose the X isoform 10:1 over
the Y isoform. We would then say that the events X and Y
have, respectively, 91% and 9% (relative) frequencies of oc-
currence. Then let us say a particular cDNA cloning experi-
ment yielded 900 clones of isoform X and 95 clones of iso-
form Y from the EST library. Subsequently, among the subset
of clones selected for sequencing, 130 X and 15 Y clones were
present, which yielded 35 ESTs exhibiting X and 5 ESTs ex-
hibiting Y. The sample size is then 40, yielding observed fre-
quencies of 87.5% and 12.5% for X and Y, respectively. Note
that only ESTs with a mutually exclusive relationship (either
X or Y in this example) may help us in our analysis. ESTs from
the same gene but not covering the same region of interest are
not informative.

When two mutually exclusive outcomes were observed
in our study, as in the foregoing example, the classical bino-
mial distribution was applied to estimating the likelihood of
observing various relative frequencies for X and Y. For some
genes, more than two alternative splice patterns were ob-
served, in which case the binomial distribution remained ap-
plicable, by classifying outcomes as being Y or non-Y for each
pattern. In essence, we evaluated the frequencies of each pat-
tern independently. We did not evaluate alternative splicing
for each group of mutually exclusive patterns as a whole, as
would be done with a multinomial distribution.

In this study, we compared all individual splices,
whether from known gene structures or identified in the ESTs,
against each other. Each splice was assigned to a cluster of one
or more splices that were mutually exclusive to each other.
We further defined an “alternative splice” as one having a
lower observed frequency than at least one of its mutually

exclusive splices; and the “predominant splice” as the one
having the highest frequency—or no mutually exclusive rela-
tionship at all. Hence, for a given alternative splice, there was
always a predominant splice that was observed more fre-
quently. We identified a total of 13,352 alternative splices of
which 86% were derived from ESTs. Only 6% of the 53,273
predominant splices were novel to the ESTs, with the vast
majority being observed in the known gene structures.

Values for NASP, NOthers, and NTotal were obtained for all
alternative splices, where NASP is the count of ESTs exhibiting
a particular alternative splice, NOthers is the count of ESTs
showing mutually exclusive splices relative to the alternative,
and NTotal is the sum of NASP and NOthers, or the total size of
the cluster. In the case of exon insertions (Fig. 2), NASP repre-
sents the number of times the 3�-most splice was observed.
Conditioned on an arbitrarily chosen threshold probability, p,
that a given alternative splice Ymight be made over all others
in its cluster, we computed the binomial probability,
P( | Y| � NASP | NTotal, p), of observing Y at least NASP times in
NTotal trials (see Methods). P < 0.05 was interpreted to mean
that Y would be expected with high (>95%) confidence to
appear more frequently than the chosen threshold.

The 13,352 alternative splices were evaluated for their
ability to satisfy the binomial test at the 95% confidence level
using several values for the threshold probability. For ex-
ample, we found 4951 alternative splices for 2518 genes (39%)
likely to occur at >1% frequency. Considering only alternative
splices that passed the binomial test at the 1% threshold, we
noticed that the fraction of genes exhibiting alternative splic-
ing was essentially independent of EST coverage and typically
ranged from 45% to 50% (Fig. 4A). Above a coverage level of
700, nearly all genes exhibited alternative splices, but only
47% of these genes exhibited alternative splices passing the
1% frequency test. This indicates that the high prevalence of
alternative splicing observed for genes with high EST coverage
was caused by increased sensitivity at detecting infrequent
alternative splice events at larger sample sizes.

We performed a similar statistical analysis on intron re-
tention events, that is, clusters of unspliced EST alignments
that contained intronic sequences. Such ESTs are believed to
derive largely from unspliced or partially spliced pre-mRNAs.
The prevalence of intron retention events was 36% overall
and increased to 76% at EST coverage of 700, similar to the

Figure 3 Full-length reconstruction of splice variant. Shown here is the graphic output of TAP that illustrates the reconstruction results for
NM_000382 (ALDH3A2, aldehyde dehydrogenase 3 family, member A2). The known gene structure based on the RefSeq sequence is shown at
the first level. Two GenBank mRNA sequences, AK025677 and AK000658, that exhibit alternative splice patterns are shown below the known gene
structure. The gene structures labeled as ALT+# are hypothetical full-length gene structures, each combining an EST-inferred alternative splice
pattern (green) with the known gene structure (yellow). Arrows indicate patterns of alternative splicing. Note that the alternative splice pattern
in AK000658 was also identified in dbEST as ALT+4. In addition, the complete gene structure of AK000658 is accurately reconstructed.
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behavior seen for alternative splic-
ing but with a lower plateau. Apply-
ing the binomial test significantly
reduced the prevalence of these
events, as well. In fact, rather than
the statistical test merely flattening
the curves as was seen for alterna-
tive splicing (Fig. 4A, p > 0), the rate
of intron retention events exhibits
an almost steady decline with re-
spect to increasing EST coverage
(Fig. 4B). Less than 5% of all genes
(and only 2% at high EST coverage)
exhibited intron retentions passing
the 5% frequency threshold,
whereas the prevalence of alterna-
tive splicing above the same thresh-
old was 17% overall and hovered
between 24% and 28% at moderate
to high EST coverage. Observed fre-
quencies might be helpful then in
discriminating alternative splicing
from spurious or artifactual events,
such as intron contamination, ow-
ing to the fact that these different
classes of events were seen here to oc-
cur at distinct ranges of frequencies.

Conservation of
Alternative Splicing
Human–mouse conservation of al-
ternative splicing was examined be-
cause conservation is indicative of a
functional selection. An alternative
splice is likely to be conserved if its
homolog is identifiable in mouse
ESTs. Two 50-nt exonic sequences
flanking the donor and acceptor
splice sites were joined to make a
100-nt sequence probe specifically
representing a given splice isoform.
These sequence probes were
searched against mouse ESTs using
BLASTN. A splice was “conserved”
if the search yielded an HSP align-
ment that had >70% identity and
spanned the midpoint (splice junc-
tion) of the sequence probe (Kan et
al. 2001).

Overall, only 8% of alternative
splices collected from the human
data were observed in the mouse,
compared with 61% of predomi-
nant splices. We also noticed that
conserved alternative splices
tended to appear at higher relative
frequencies compared with their
predominant splice counterparts
(Fig. 5). At a threshold frequency of
5%, 15% of alternative splice iso-
forms had z-scores >2, whereas 41%
of conserved alternative splices
had z-scores >2. (A z-score >2 from
the binomial test would mean

Figure 4 Prevalence of alternative splicing. (A) Shown here is the prevalence of alternative splicing
(AS) versus the minimum available EST coverage for the genes. EST coverage refers to the total number
of ESTs that mapped to a given gene. (% genes) The fraction of the 6400 genes for which the indicated
EST coverage was minimally available; (% genes AS) the fraction of genes for which one or more
alternative splice patterns were identified in dbEST; (p = x) means that only those genes associated with
at least one pattern of alternative splicing that passed the binomial test at the threshold frequency x
(95% C.L.) were counted when calculating % genes AS. For (p = 0), no frequency threshold was
imposed, such that all genes exhibiting any degree of alternative splicing were counted. % genes AS
(p = 0) increased with EST coverage and approached 100% at a coverage of 700 or more. In contrast,
when a threshold frequency was imposed, the values of % genes AS varied little over a wide range of
EST coverage. (B) The prevalence of intron retention (IR) events versus the minimum available EST
coverage. In general, intron retention events were common for human genes, but relatively few genes
exhibited them with high frequency.
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that the splice is expected with 98% confidence to occur at a
frequency greater than the chosen threshold.) With an odds
ratio of 2.7:1 (41%/15%), an alternative splice from human
with a z-score >2 was nearly three times more likely to be
found conserved in mouse ESTs. As shown in Figure 5, the
odds of observing cross-species conservation increased with
z-score. The correlation indicates that alternative splices that

are more reliably observed in a
population of ESTs are more likely
to play a functional role, as well.

When assessing the reliability
of observations made of stochastic
processes, one may need to take
sampling bias into account. Obser-
vations of spliced forms in a popu-
lation of ESTs constitute such a
case. Suppose two random samples
are taken from a given population
of cDNAs. A particular spliced form
observed in one sample may fail to
be detected in a second sample
from the same population. The
chance of repeated detection de-
pends both on the underlying fre-
quency of the spliced form within
the population and the sample size.
When sampling ESTs from two dif-
ferent populations (human and
mouse ESTs in our case), an ob-
served difference may simply be
caused by this random variation
and not necessarily by any real dif-
ference between the human and
mouse transcriptomes. Sampling
bias in our case may arise from the
fact that the mouse ESTs are fewer
in number (a smaller sample) than
the human ESTs, or that the mouse
ESTs are derived from different tis-
sues and developmental stages than
the human ESTs.

We sought to limit sample bias
differences between human and
mouse ESTs by focusing on alterna-
tive splices likely to occur at a fre-
quency greater than a minimum
detection level in mouse ESTs. The
minimum detection level was set at
1/m, where m is the NTotal for the
mouse ESTs. A splice with P(| Y| � k| n,
1/m) < 0.05 in human would be ex-
pected to be seen in the mouse
ESTs, if the frequency of the alter-
native splice in mouse is at least as
great as the frequency in human. In
total, we found 434 splices ex-
pected by these criteria to be detect-
able, and 184 (42%) of them were
seen to be conserved. In compari-
son, the predominant splices were
conserved in 5083 (99%) out of
5139 cases.

These results are consistent
with the observation in genome

comparison studies that gene structures are generally con-
served between human and mouse (Batzoglou et al. 2000).
Moreover, the extent of conservation for alternative splice
patterns may be significantly more common than what it ap-
pears to be from the ESTs. Hence, variation in frequency and
sample size in part explains why so few alternative splice pat-
terns could be identified in mouse ESTs.

Figure 5 Greater observed frequency is associated with functional indicators. (All) refers to all alter-
native splices identified in the ESTs; (conserved) refers to the subset of alternative splices detected as
being conserved in mouse ESTs; (mRNA verified) refers to the subset of alternative splices also identified
in the GenBank mRNA collection. The z-score is interconvertible with the binomial probability P( | Y| � k|
n, p), which was calculated for a threshold frequency of p = 0.05 (see Methods). (A) A significant
difference between the z-score distribution for all alternative splices and the distribution for conserved
alternative splices is seen, which indicates that conserved events tend to occur at higher frequencies.
(B) A significant difference between the overall z-score distribution and the distribution for mRNA
verified alternative splices is also seen.
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Reproducibility of Alternative Splicing
A biological observation is less likely to be spurious if it can be
independently verified. We have identified alternative splice
patterns for the same 6400 genes using an additional source of
transcript data—the GenBank mRNA collection. The public
domain EST collection was based on a relatively small number
of large-scale sequencing projects that focused on gene dis-
covery. On the other hand, the GenBank mRNA collection
was based onmany individual studies, each producing a small
amount of sequence data. These resources represent two
largely independent sampling studies of the human transcrip-
tome. A total of 1957 alternative splices were identified for
1229 genes from the GenBank mRNA collection, and 830
(42%) of these were also found in the ESTs. More than 90% of
the alternative splice patterns found in the ESTs could not be
detected in the GenBank mRNA collection, possibly owing to
the fact that the EST resource represents a much deeper sam-
pling of the transcriptome than does the GenBank mRNA
collection. On the other hand, the majority of alternative
splices found in the GenBank mRNAs were not identified in
the ESTs. This is an indication that EST-based sampling is still
a long way from revealing the full extent of alternative splic-
ing in human genes.

The subset of alternative splice patterns identified in
both ESTs and GenBank mRNAs were considered indepen-
dently reproducible observations. We found that these pat-
terns also tended to have greater observed frequencies than
the rest (Fig. 5). The results indicate that observed frequency
is a good predictor of cross-species conservation and repro-
ducibility, which are generally regarded as evidences of func-
tion. In our study, however, the vast majority of alternative
splice patterns captured in the ESTs could not be verified ei-
ther through the conservation or reproducibility tests. Hence,
quantitative analysis of observed frequency, a source of infor-
mation already encoded in the EST resource, may serve as a
high-throughput method for prioritizing alternative splicing
events for experimental validation.

DISCUSSION
We have developed a method for delineating alternative
splice patterns by comparing a reference gene structure with
genomically aligned EST/cDNA sequences. The method was
implemented in the software tool TAP, which is readily acces-
sible to the research community (http://sapiens.wustl.edu/
∼ zkan/TIP/). TAP was used to identify alternative splice vari-
ants for 6400 known human genes using ESTs. Stringent cri-
teria were applied to remove potential contamination. The
proportion of genes that exhibited alternative splicing was
found to increase with EST coverage and reached 99% for the
subset of genes with 700 or more EST hits. We introduced a
novel statistical approach for estimating the frequency of al-
ternative splicing events based on their observed frequencies
in ESTs. From our analysis, the increasing prevalence of alter-
native splicing at higher EST coverage may simply be attrib-
utable to an increased chance of detecting low-probability
events with continued sampling. Moreover, we found that
alternative splice patterns generally appeared in the ESTs at
greater frequencies than did potential intron contamination.
We also established a correlation between frequency of obser-
vation of alternative splicing and other traditional indicators
of biological function, namely, cross-species conservation and
reproducibility.

Biological processes have inherent error rates that are

difficult to quantify and could be highly variable. If errors by
the splicing apparatus generate splice variants even at low
frequency, it seems plausible that some degree of alternative
splicing may be detected for all spliced genes. Theoretically
two types of alternative splicing events might exist, one gen-
erated randomly and one generated through regulated pro-
cesses. Spurious events are expected to occur at lower frequen-
cies than regulated events; otherwise, cellular systems would
be overwhelmed by the task of synthesizing and removing
aberrant transcripts. However, EST sequencing may detect
these rare events through in-depth sampling.

The chance of detecting any background noise in the EST
library certainly increases with sample size, that is, with the
number of ESTs sampled for a given gene. Suppose a gene has
6 introns and is sampled by 100 ESTs covering all splice junc-
tions. If the frequency of spurious variation was merely 1% at
each junction, the probability of detecting among the 100
ESTs at least one spurious splice for a single junction would be
0.63 (given by the Poisson approximation to binomial prob-
ability, 1 � e�100*0.01). Spurious variation would almost cer-
tainly be detected then for at least one of the 6 introns in the
gene. Furthermore, the probability of detecting variation in
two or more ESTs under these conditions would be 0.84. Un-
less the error rate of splicing is very low, one can not ignore
the possibility that a significant fraction of splice variation
captured in ESTs may be spurious. As illustrated in our study,
sample statistics may then be essential to identifying reliable
spliced structures amid a large population of ESTs.

We have presented the view of alternative splice events
as being discrete outcomes of a stochastic process. Constitu-
tive splicing, alternative splicing, and spurious splice varia-
tion represent three classes of events that occur at different
frequencies. From an evolutionary perspective, it is difficult to
imagine how the present diversity of transcript isoforms was
achieved without a significant element of trial-and-error. And
although many of the low-frequency events we observed may
indeed be functional, it seems likely that many are not. In any
case, the stochastic nature of alternative splicing may serve to
open for exploration more possibilities for gene expression
and may work synergistically with random mutational pro-
cesses to promote molecular evolution.

METHODS

Data Sources
A total of 10,238 human mRNA sequences were derived from
the RefSeq database released on December 2000 (Maglott et al.
2000; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/refseq.html).
The EST sequences were derived from dbEST release 060201
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/, consisting of 3.5 mil-
lion human ESTs and 2 million mouse ESTs. The UCSC as-
sembly of the working draft of the human genome (Kent and
Haussler 2001; http://genome.ucsc.edu/), December 2000 re-
lease, was used. The GenBank mRNA collection consists of
68,975 sequences from the nr database as of October 2001
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/GenbankOvervie-
w.html).

Construction of Genomic EST Alignments
The RefSeq sequences were searched against the human ge-
nomic contigs using WU-BLASTN 2.0 (W. Gish 1996–2002,
unpubl., http://blast.wustl.edu/). The high-scoring sequences
were aligned to the matching contig sequences using sim4 1.0
(Florea et al. 1998). A locus was found if the overall percent
identity of the genomic alignment was >98%. In the case in
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which one mRNA sequence mapped to multiple loci, the lo-
cus with the highest percent identity was chosen. In 126 cases
(2%) in which multiple sequences were mapped to the same
locus, one sequence was randomly selected. For each gene,
the genomic sequence including the genic region and up to
40-kb extensions at both ends was extracted and set to the
same orientation as the mRNA sequence. This process pro-
duced 6400 known gene structures. Known repetitive ele-
ments were masked using a combination of RepeatMasker (A.
Smit and P. Green, unpubl.; http://ftp.genome.washington.
edu/) in its most sensitive setting and MaskerAid (Bedell et al.
2000). The masked genomic templates were searched against
human ESTs using WU-BLASTN. The high-scoring ESTs were
aligned to the template using sim4. EST alignments with
>93% identity overall were used for transcript reconstruction.
Poorly aligned or tiny terminal exons (<20 nt) were removed
from the alignments.

Delineating Alternative Splicing Events
The algorithm for inferring the predominant gene structure
from genomic EST alignments was previously described (Kan
et al. 2001). Here we focus on the method for delineating
patterns of alternative splicing. EST alignments were parti-
tioned into strand-specific sets based on EST labels, alignment
orientation, and splice-site motifs. Splice patterns were ex-
tracted from EST alignment data. Each splice consists of a pair
of donor and acceptor splice sites flanking an intron. It must
have the consensus GT · AG motif or be observed in >2 ESTs.
Each EST alignment is represented by its splice pattern. A
connectivity matrix M(i,j) was built to record the EST-based
connectivity between adjacent splices i and j. All splices are
sorted by their 5� coordinates. The connectivity between any
two splices is classified into four mutually exclusive types:
conflicting, contiguous, transitive, or gapped. A conflicting
connection arises when two splices i and j overlap with one
another but have different coordinates, and is penalized by a
score of ��. The connection is contiguous when one or more
EST alignments carry i and j in adjacent positions, yielding a
positive score equal to the number of such ESTs. When there
is no contiguous connection, the program checks for EST
overlaps. If there is overlapping coverage, the connection is
“transitive,” and M(i,j) becomes 1. Otherwise, the connection
is “gapped,” andM(i,j) becomes 0. A second matrix N was also
built such that each cell, N(i,j), describes the long-range con-
nectivity between splices i and j, set to the number of EST
alignments carrying both splices.

Path: P = �0,1 … n�, where n is the number of introns.

Cumulative Score: S�P� = �
i = 1

n

S�i − 1,i�

Iteration: S�i − 1,i� = maxi − 1<k�n �S�i − 1,k��

To identify the predominant gene structure, the program es-
sentially finds a path through the matrix that maximizes the
cumulative score. This is accomplished using a greedy strategy
that follows the maximum connectivity score at each elonga-
tion step. The program uses a modified algorithm to identify
alternative gene structures. First, splices from the known gene
structure are stored into the connectivity matrix. It now con-
sists of two types of splices, those that are known and those
that are novel. The filled matrix is recursively traced to enu-
merate all paths containing novel splice patterns. However,
the tracing process is “local” rather than “global.” Instead of
assembling a complete path, the algorithm terminates paths
at any gapped connection with a zero score. In addition, each
elongation step requires a positive value of long-range con-
nectivity, N(k,j), where k is any splice in the existing path and
j is the next splice. This effectively requires that each path be
represented by at least one EST alignment. Finally, these par-
tial paths are reported as exon/intron structures. If an alter-

native gene structure consists of mutually exclusive splices
and overlapped known exons, it is called an alternative splice
pattern.

Statistical Analysis
NASP is the count of ESTs showing a particular alternative
splice, NOthers is the count of ESTs showing mutually exclusive
splice patterns, and NTotal = NASP + NOthers. We would like to
know if, in repeated samplings, the observed frequency of an
alternative splice relative to NTotal would be likely to exceed a
given threshold frequency, p. To this end, the binomial prob-
ability P( | Y | � k| n, p) was calculated such that the alternative
splice Y occurs at least k times in n trials. Here, k is NASP and
n is NTotal. If P( | Y| � k| n, p) is below 0.05, then the observed
frequency of the alternative splice is expected to exceed the
given threshold with high (>95%) confidence in repeated
samplings. The following formulas were used:

( 1 ) Exact binomial probability:

P� | Y | � k� = �
i = k

n

P�i�; P�i� =
n!

i!�n − i�!
pi�1 − p�n− i

�2� Poisson approximation �n > 170 and np < 5�:

P�i� =
e − ��i

i!
; � = np

�3� Normal approximation �n > 170 and np > 5�:

z =

i
n

− p �
1
2n

�p�1 − p�

n

z-scores are interconvertible with probabilities by the follow-
ing formulas:

P�z� =

erf� z

�2� + 1

2
; erf�x� =

2

��
�0

x
e − t2dt.
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